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Do not insert the power plug for many products at the same time or do not share
other product to the same power supply socket with refrigerator.
Set the power plug free from the back side of the refrigerator. Damaged power
plug may cause fire due to overheating.

1.

Be careful not to place the power cord underneath of the refrigerator or other
objects. Damage to the power cord could cause a short circuit and fire.heavy

If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or its
service agent or a similarly qualified person in order to avoid a hazard.

2.

3.

4.

CAUTION

Do not place hot container orhigh temperature hot object on top of refrigerator.5.
6. Do not place the refrigerator close to inflammable or gas area, don't unplugged

during gas leakage due to can sparking fire and explosion.cause
Do not place water container on the top of refrigerator.7.
Do not install the refrigerator in a moist or wet place.
Do not insert the power plug with a wet hand.9.

8.

10. Do not try to service the refrigerator yourself, please contact service agent.
Be sure grounding connection to prevent electric shock.
Do not take out the power plug by pull out the power cord.

11.
12.

Do not use a soaked water cloth wipe the refrigerator due to water may drop into
electrical parts and cause short circuit.

When cleaning the refrigerator do not splash water directly to the refrigerator.
Follow the cleaning instructions described in this manual.

Do not use inflammable sprays near the refrigerator, because there is a danger
of igniting.
Do not hang on or climbing the refrigerator which will cause it collapse.

16.

17.

18.

19.
This appliance is not intended for use by persons with reduced physical

, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless
they have been given supervision or instruction concerning use of the appliance by
the safety way.

including
children

20.

Frequently open door during the power failure should cause too fast losing cool.
If the door is not properly close it should cause high electrical consumption and
food in refrigerator become spoil.

15.
14.

Long period power failure such as power fluctuate, should promptly unplug the
power cord and leave at least 5 minutes before plugging in again. It will help
prolong refrigerator and compressor life.

13.
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When not using refrigerator for long period, should disconnect the power plug, remove
all the foods off from compartment, defrosting and clean interior and exterior parts then
open the door until the unit dry and properly close the door.

Children should be supervised to ensure that they do not play with the appliance.21.
22.

This fridge using refrigerant R-600a and Cyclopentane insulation, should be kept
away from heat or flame when it isn’t properly used.

23.

Be ensure this refrigerator is disposed of correctly, you will help prevent potential
negative consequences of environment and human health, which could other
wise be caused by inappropriate waste handling of this product. For more detail,
please contact your local city office, your household waste disposal service.

Do not store explosive substances such as aerosol can with flammable propellant
in this appliance.

24.

This appliance is intended to be used in household.25.

- WARNING : Keep ventilation openings, in the appliance enclosure or in the built-in
structure, clear of obstruction.

- WARNING : Do not use mechanical devices or other means to accelerate the
defrosting process, other than those recommended by the manufacturer.

- WARNING : Do not damage the refrigerant circuit.
- WARNING : Do not use electrical appliances inside the food storage compartments

of the appliance, unless they are of the type recommended by the manufacturer.

For European only
- This appliance can be use by children aged from 8 years and above and persons

with reduce physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience and
knowledge if they have been give supervision or introduction concerning use
of the appliance in safe way and understand the hazards involved.

- Children shall not play with the appliance.
- Cleaning and use maintenance shall not be children without supervision.

- WARNING: When positioning the appliance, ensure the supply cord is not trapped
or damaged.

- WARNING: Do not locate multiple portable socket-outlets or portable power supplies
at the rear of the appliance.

This symbol denotes the precautions on flammable refrigerators.
Warning: Risk of fire/
flammable material



Suggestion
Relocation of refrigerator.

Disconnect the power cord.
Remove water from the evaporating tray.
Take food out of the refrigerator compartments.
Fasten the doors with tape while moving to prevent them from opening
For safety, use 2 people to carry the refrigerator.
Do not lift the unit in a horizontal angle, however, it may be 45 degrees
tilted slightly.
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INSTALLATION
Select a place with strong, level floor. If the floor is not quite level, adjust the height of
the screw accordingly.

1.

Allow sufficient clearance adequate space around the refrigerator, so the door
can open fully and to minimize noise.
Avoid direct sunlight and heat. Direct sunlight may affect the enamel coating.
Heat sources nearby will cause higher electricity consumption.

2.

3.

5.

4.

Don t connect multiple appliances to’ .
It may cause fire. To avoid the possibility of electrical shock, ground the refrigerator
properly. The earth screw is located on the rear side of the refrigerator.

the save energy source

Avoid very moist place. Too much moisture in the air will cause frost to f m very quickly
on the evaporator, and the refrigerator will have to be defrost very frequently.

or

7. After re-located, leave the fridge statically 3-6 hours before switching it on. This
to ensure a proper cooling system operation.

is

6. In case of customer desire to add the ground wire with Earth Screw junction earth
symbol at the back of the refrigerator. Should attach the ground wire to metal
pipe or to cover screw of the wall receptacle or to a rod buried at least 2.4 meters
in the ground.

30 cm.
Refrigerator

Unit
10 cm.

15 cm.
2.4 meters

Ground Wire
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OPERATION
Make a test run

1. Your refrigerator is usually cleaned by manufacture, however you may want to
clean it before using with a soft towel cloth.

2.
3.

After cleaned, replace all parts in proper.
Keep the door open and plug the power cord into its own electrical outlet.
The interior lamp should lit.

4. C properlylose the door .

Digital Display Operation

B : Temperature compartment display area
A : Temperature display F / Magic / R area

C : Function indicators area
a : Temperature compartment selector area key

b : Temperature adjustment key (room F / Magic / R)

c : Function option selector key (Super Cool /
Super-Frz. / Soft-Frz. / Snow)

d : Setting / Lock and Unlock(3 sec. key.)

Temperature Adjustment

This refrigerator are adjustment independent for compartment. Press key for select
room F , Magic , R and adjustment temperature for use.

Remark : Control panel temperature cannot be adjust when appliance has been locked.

Freezer temperature adjustment (F room)
Press key , upon which indicator

will flash. Each time key is pressed,
the temperature setting is decreased by . Once
the of is reached temperature will return to C

a “Compartment”
A (F room) b

select F room

minimum -7 ° .

“Temperature”
-7 to -24°C 1 °C

-24°C ba

Once the refrigerator is powered on, temperature will automatically set at ,3°C(Refrigerator)
, -180°C(Magic room) °C(Freezer).

A

B

C

a

b

c

d

F Room

Magic Room

R Room
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Refrigerator temperature adjustment (R room)
Press key , upon which indicator

will flash. Each time key is pressed,
the temperature setting is decreased by . Once
the of is reached temperature will return to C

a “Compartment”
A (R room) b

select R room

maximum 1 ° .

“Temperature”
1 to 9°C 1 °C

9 °C
a

Variable temperature adjustment (Magic room)
Press key , upon which
indicator will flash. Each time key
is pressed, the temperature setting is decreased by

. Once the of is reached emperature will
return to C

a “Compartment”
A (Magic room) b

select Magic room

minimum t
5 ° .

“Temperature”
5 to -18°C

1 °C -18°C ba

b

Special Function Control

Super Freeze Function
It has been scientifically proven that a quick freezer type device is necessary to freeze foods
quickly and thoroughly. Press key , freezer action is turned on

Press key
Super

to confirm, buzzer sound to enter the super
freezing.

c “Function Option” when
indicator icon light up.C d “Setting”

Press “Function option” icon again and repeat above process, the icon will stop lighting
and function will turn off. This function will run for 50 consecutive hours and turn off automatically.
Super-Frz function should be turned on 24 hours in advance before storing massive
amount of food. In Super-Frz mode freezer compartment can’t adjust the temperature.

Super Cool Function

This model of refrigerator can provide a variety of functions to
help convenient to use .Select the desired functionality and
press the button. In order key to confirm, there will be
sounding 1 into the function. If not confirmed within 5 seconds
will return to the original system operation. Press the desired
function

d

press the button, then key again to cancel.d c

d

The refrigerator compartment
Press key , Super-Cool function is selected upon indicator

able to make quick cool for keeping fresh foods and vegetables.

“Setting”
icon

light up. Press key to confirm, buzzer sound to enter the Super-Cool function.
C

d
c “Function Option”

Press “Function option” icon again and repeat above process, the icon will stop lighting and function
will turn off. If not turned off manually, this function will run for 6 consecutive hours and turn off
automatically. In Super Cool mode refrigerator compartment can’t adjust the temperature.
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Soft Freeze Function
The Magic room Press key

, Soft-Frz function is selected upon indicator
able to make soft freezer for frost free to freeze foods.

“Setting”
icon light up.

Press key to confirm, buzzer sound to enter the Soft-Frz function.
C

d

c
“Function Option”

Press “Function option” icon again and repeat above process, the icon will stop lighting and
function will turn off. In Super Cool mode Magic room can’t adjust the temperature.

Snow Freeze Function
The Magic room able

d “Setting”

to make snow beverage to drinks for refreshing yourself.
Press key , Snow Freeze action is turned on when indicator icon
light up. Press key to confirm, buzzer sound to enter the snow frz.

Cc “Function Option”

Press “Function option” icon again and repeat above process, the icon will stop lighting and
function will turn off. In Snow Freeze mode Magic room can’t adjust the temperature.

To lock / unlock the temperature control panel, press and hold the button “ Setting” for 3 seconds.d
Lock/ Unlock control panel

Door Alarm
If the refrigerator door remains open for 60 seconds, the buzzer starts ringing every 30 seconds for
a duration of 7 minutes.

Making Ice Cubes
Ice cubes are made in Ice lever
clockwise to empty the ice into Ice Cube Box.

tray. Twist the s
of the tray

Store the ice cubes in the Ice Cube Box. Do not
store wet ice cubes or they will stick together.
Do not use the “Ice Cube Box” as an ice making tray,
or it will be damaged.

How to Defrost
This refrigerator will defrost automatically. No manual control is required. The defrosted
water will drain into evaporation tray and evaporated by condenser
heat radiation .automatically
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Food Storage
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

Refrigerated air goes down at the rear of the fresh food compartment and rises up at
the front. Then, store the foodstuffs such as fish and meats which require quick
refrigeration to the rear of the compartment.
Leave spaces among foods to help air circulation.

Wipe the water on the surface of the bottles before storing them.

Pre-cool hot foods, wrap them with plastic or put them in the
airtight .

wrap
container

Foods which are easily dried should be well wrapped with waxed paper,
aluminum foil or plastic .wrap
Wrap fish and smoked meats in moisture-vapor-proof material to
prevent transfer odors.of

Be sure not to store bottles such as beer, cokes, etc. in the
freezer compartment.
Do not put vegetables which are liable to freeze at the rear part
of the shelves.
If planning to keep fresh fish and meats for a long period, wrap
them in freezer paper and store in the freezer compartment.

Lamp Replacement
If the illuminating does not work properly. In case of the replacement LED is needed,
it must be replaced by its service agent or similarly qualified person in order to
avoid hazard.
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CLEANING
Before cleaning the refrigerator, you should always unplug it from the electrical outlet
and remove all food.

2. Clean the refrigerator by wipe both exterior and interior parts with damp cloth.
3. Cleaning internal accessories using a and dry it with a soft clean cloth.damp cloth
4. Cleaning door gasket with and dry it with a soft .damp cloth clean cloth

Wipe the control knob with a soft clean cloth. Never wash it with water because this
will cause an electric shock.

5.

Never use brushes, acids, chemical thinner, gasoline or benzine for cleaning any part
of the refrigerator.

6.

7. To remove odors from your fridge, mix a lemon skin warm water. Wipe thoroughly
on surface and dry with a soft clean cloth. Do not use cologne,
air freshener or any other perfume.

with
with a clothodors

8. Cleaning inside of the refrigerator and door gasket once a month. It is the best to clean
the freezer compartment every time defrosted.after

1.
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Temperature control setup to high temperature.


